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Center for Social Inclusion
The Center for Social Inclusion’s
mission is to catalyze grassroots
community, government, and
other institutions to dismantle
structural racial inequity.

Ideas

Leadership Communications

Government Alliance
on Race and Equity
A national network of government working to
achieve racial equity and advance opportunities
for all.
 Supporting jurisdictions at the forefront
 Expanding jurisdictions – in 30 states and
over 100 cities – all levels of government
 Providing tools and resources to put theory
into action

Laying it on the Line
1. My department has a shared
understanding of racial equity.
2. My department uses data to develop
strategies and measure progress.
3. My department includes racial equity in
decision making.
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Advancing racial equity
Normalize
• A shared analysis
and definitions
• Urgency / prioritize

Operationalize

Organize

• Racial equity tools
• Data to develop
strategies and
drive results

• Internal
infrastructure
• Partnerships

Seattle

Dane County

Small group discussion

Transactional
approaches

Transformative
approaches

• Issue-based
• Help individuals negotiate existing
structures.
• Solutions “transact” with institutions
• Short-term gains for communities, but
leave the existing structure in place

• Cut across multiple institutions
• Focus on policy and organizational
culture
• Alter the ways institutions operate
• Shifting cultural values and political
will to create racial equity

Cross cutting strategies and
action: Internal
• Contracting equity: Seattle
• Workforce equity: City of St. Paul

Cross cutting strategies and
action: External
• Intersectional policy development
• Community engagement

Small group discussion (with your
department)
• What strategies/actions are you
currently using to advance racial
equity?
• Are they transactional in nature? What
would allow them to be more
transformative?

The Cynefin Framework

Harvard Business Review – A Leader’s Framework for Decision Making
https://hbr.org/2007/11/a-leaders-framework-for-decision-making/

Key Measurement Principles

• What you hope
to see in the
community

Vision /
results

Data
• Community
indicators

• What you aim
to achieve with
a program or
policy

Data
• Quantity
• Quality
• Impact

Performance
measures

Partnerships
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Definitions
RESULT
A condition of well-being.
i.e. Babies Born Healthy, Economically Self-Sufficient Communities,
Safe Communities, Clean Environment

INDICATOR
A measure which helps quantify the achievement of a result –
always disaggregated by race
i.e. Rate of low-birth weight babies, unemployment rate, crime rate, air quality
index

PERFORMANCE MEASURE
A measure of how well a program, policy, agency or service system
is working.
1. Quantity How much did we do?
2. Quality How well did we do it?
3. Impact Is anyone better off?

= Participant Results

Start with the end...
Population Accountability
About the well-being of whole populations

Population
Accountability

RESULT
A condition of well-being for children, adults, families or
communities

INDICATOR
A measure which helps quantify the achievement of a result
• % of youth participating in 60 minutes of physical activity per day (disaggregated)
• Unemployment rate

Ask Effective Questions
“Turn the curve” on the population
•

What condition of well-being do we want for our community
(results)?

•

Why do these conditions exist differently for people of color
than whites?

•

What would these conditions look like if we achieved them?

•

What measures can we use to quantified these conditions
(indicators)?

•

Who are the partners with a role to play?

•

What works to “turn the curve” of the baseline?

•

What do we propose to do?

Work backwards toward means...
Performance Accountability
About the well-being of participant populations

PERFORMANCE
ACCOUNTABILITY

DEPARTMENTS / PROGRAMS
Implemented programs, policies, initiatives, systems, and services that have a
reasonable chance of influencing indicators and contribution to results.

PERFORMANCE MEASURE
A measure of how well a program agency, service system, policy or
initiative is working.
Three types:

1. Quantity How much did we do
2. Quality How well did we do it?
3. Impact Is anyone better off?
= Participant-level Results

Ask Effective Questions
“Turn the curve” in performance
•

Who are your participants?

•

How can you measure if your participants are better off?

•

How can you measure the quality of service, policy, initiative
you provide?

•

How are you doing on these measures?

•

Who are the partners with a role to play?

•

What works (practices, processes, and/or policies) to turn the
curve of the baseline?

•

What do you propose to do, in what timeline and in what
budget?

Ask yourself “WHY?” 3-5 times
Why are there fewer people of color in environmental jobs?
Why?
Why else?
Why else?

Why are there racial disproportionalities in obesity rates?
Why?
Why else?
Why else?

Example
Result – Increase healthy life outcomes
• Indicator – Overall rate of obesity decreases from 18% to 5% in ten
years, and the disproportionality by race is eliminated (currently ranges
from 11.6% of Asians to 22% of Latinos)
• Indicator – Disproportionality in life expectancy is eliminated (current
gap – is 10 years)
Strategies – what you are going to do to achieve the result
• Increase access to healthy foods, parks and open space in
neighborhoods where access is lacking
Performance measurements – how you measure your success
• Pass “healthy retail” legislation
• Increase “safe routes to school” % of students walking to school

For your project, what are the
performance measures?
1. Quantity – what are you going to do
and how much of it? – not just
programs – policies too!
2. Quality How well do you do it?
3. Impact Is anyone better off?

What works to “turn the curve?”


Evidence-based practices



Use of a racial equity tool



Low-cost, no-cost ideas



Promising practices

Lunch Discussion
• What questions or ideas did
this morning generate for
you?

• What are you most excited
about in your work?

Small group work






Pick one cross cutting goal from this morning’s
discussion.
Name 2 key strategies or actions that your
department could name in your work plan to
advance this goal
What metrics need to be established to track
progress on each strategy/action?

Implementation of your work plan





Who in your department needs to be consulted to
develop your plan?
What resources are needed for plan development?
How can you ensure accountability for
implementation? Which roles and responsibilities
will need to be clearly assigned?

It’s more than just talk – ACT
1.

Start with the heart

2.

Explain why we are all in this together

3.

Explain why we have the problem

4.

Take on race directly

5.

Reframe winners and losers

6.

End with heart and a solution

It’s more than just talk – AFFIRM
1.

Start with the heart

2.

Explain why we are all in this together

It’s more than just talk – COUNTER
3.

Explain why we have the problem

4.

Take on race directly

It’s more than just talk – TRANSFORM
5.

Reframe “winners” and “losers”

6.

End with heart and a solution

It’s more than just talk – ACT
1.

Start with the heart

2.

Explain why we are all in this together

3.

Explain why we have the problem

4.

Take on race directly

5.

Reframe winners and losers

6.

End with heart and a solution

It’s more than just talk – ACT
1. Start with the heart
Americans need jobs we can count on. Too many Americans lost their job or are
afraid they will.

It’s more than just talk – ACT
1. Start with the heart
Americans need jobs we can count on. Too many Americans lost their job or are afraid they will.

2. Explain “shared fate” in racially-explicit
terms
It doesn’t matter whether you’re white, Black or Latino. It feels the same to see
your kids pushed out of college because they can’t afford to pay for it. Not
having a college degree means it will be harder to find a job.

It’s more than just talk – ACT
1. Start with the heart
Americans need jobs we can count on. Too many Americans lost their job or are afraid they will.

2. Explain why we are all in this together
It doesn’t matter whether you’re white, Black or Latino. It feels the same to see your kids pushed out
of college because they can’t afford to pay for it. No college, means a harder time finding a job.

3. Tell us how we got here in simple terms
Public dollars for schools, bus service, health care and a hundred more things we
need, helped create jobs in the past. Cutting them now is not the answer to our
problems, it will be the cause of more pain and misery.

It’s more than just talk – ACT
1. Start with the heart
Americans need jobs we can count on. Too many Americans lost their job or are afraid they will.

2. Explain why we are all in this together
It doesn’t matter whether you’re white, Black or Latino. It feels the same to see your kids pushed out of college
because they can’t afford to pay for it. No college, means a harder time finding a job.

3. Explain why we have the problem
Public dollars for schools, bus service, health care and a hundred more things we need, helped create jobs in the
past. Cutting them now is not the answer to our problems, it will be the cause of more pain and misery.

4.Take on race directly
This is not about “illegal immigrants” or welfare. This is about whether
Americans will see their children off to college or see their parents get the health
care they need….

It’s more than just talk – ACT
1. Start with the heart
Americans need jobs we can count on. Too many Americans lost their job or are afraid they will.

2. Explain why we are all in this together
It doesn’t matter whether you’re white, Black or Latino. It feels the same to see your kids pushed out of college
because they can’t afford to pay for it. No college, means a harder time finding a job.

3. Explain why we have the problem
Public dollars for schools, bus service, health care and a hundred more things we need, helped create jobs in the
past. Cutting them now is not the answer to our problems, it will be the cause of more pain and misery.

4.Take on race directly
This is not about “illegal immigrants” or welfare. This is about whether Americans will see their children off to
college, see their parents get the health care they need….

5. Reframe winners and losers
Medicare, social security, college loans are the opportunities we all helped
create. Corporations need to do their part like hard working Americans so that
we can keep this country investing in our future.

It’s more than just talk – ACT
1. Start with the heart
Americans need jobs we can count on. Too many Americans lost their job or are afraid they will.
2. Explain why we are all in this together
It doesn’t matter whether you’re white, Black or Latino. It feels the same to see your kids pushed out of college because they can’t afford to pay for it. No college,
means a harder time finding a job.
3. Explain why we have the problem
Public dollars for schools, bus service, health care and a hundred more things we need, helped create jobs in the past. Cutting them now is not the answer to our
problems, it will be the cause of more pain and misery.
4.Take on race directly
This is not about “illegal immigrants” or welfare. This is about whether Americans will see their children off to college, see their parents get the health care they
need….
5. Reframe winners and losers
Medicare, social security, college loans are all the opportunities we all helped create. Corporations and the nation’s wealthy, like CEOs, need to do their part like
hard working Americans so that we can keep this country invest in our future.

6. End with heart and a solution
It’s time those who have benefitted most from the opportunities we all created corporations and the wealthy - help pay for: schools, health care, transit and
more. It’s time to invest in Americans.

Changing minds
1) Reason (rational approach/argument);
2) Research (data/evidence to support argument);
3) Resonance (feels right);
4) Multiple forms of representing the idea(s);
5) Resources and rewards (incentives for mind change);
6) Real world events (wars, depressions, legislation, which
affect many individuals); and
7) Understanding and addressing resistances to mind change.

Confronting

Factors for success – Advancing racial
equity and transforming government:
Normalize

Do you and your
colleagues have a
shared
understanding of
equity?

Organize

Who are your key
allies? Do you have
detractors? What
are your
partnerships?

Operationalize

What are the racial
disproportionalities
you might be able
to impact?

Contact information
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